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	UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
	WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI
	SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION

	
THE CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST CHRISTIAN, et. al.,	)
					Plaintiffs,		)
								)
vs.								)	No. 13-05020-CV-SW-SRB
			)
NEWTON COUNTY,  MISSOURI, et. al.,			)
                                  	 Defendants.	)



PLAINTIFF’S RULE 59(e) MOTION FOR THIS COURT TO ALTER OR AMEND ITS NOVEMBER 12, 2015 ORDER TO DISMISS REMAINING DEFENDANTS AND THUS THE ENTIRE CASE ALTOGETHER

	COMES NOW for the Plaintiff(s) Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt and Pastor Lindstedt’s Incorporated in Missouri Church of Jesus Christ Christian / Aryan Nations of Missouri to timely file within the 28 day time limit this Federal Rule of Civil Procedure Rule 59(e) Motion to Alter or Amend this Court’s ORDER of November 12, 2015 to Dismiss from this rump case the remaining Original Defendants (Sheriff Ken Copeland, and Corporal Oren Barnes and Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney), none of whom put up much, if any, of a defense. Not that they had to put up any defense given that they had the very best lawyers in both the Missouri Attorney General’s Office, and Blanchard-Mitchell taking care of business to make sure that the first the Newton County judges Timothy Perigo and Kevin Lee Selby were above 
the very Missouri Law they swore to uphold and enforce, specifically Revised Missouri Statutes . (hereafter RSMo) 472.060 removing Selby off the probate case and whether the Presiding Circuit Court Judge Timothy Perigo could violate RSMo 478.255 in allowing this violation of law by the subordinate probate judge. The Missouri Attorney General’s Office lawyer argued that these Newton County judges had “absolute immunity” from lawsuit given that their lawlessness rendered them without jurisdiction to further hear this matter. Thus the Missouri Attorney General’s Office argued that Missouri judges don’t have to obey Missouri law and cannot be held to account for essentially being accessories to the murder of Plaintiff’s mother, Martina Lindstedt, by Plaintiff’s brother, Defendant Michael Lindstedt and Michael Lindstedt’s girlfriend, Defendant Crystal Courtney by making that murder for purposes of embezzlement in at the probate level profitable and without legal consequence. Also, another lawyer from Blanchard-Mitchell, lawyers to the Southwest Missouri regime criminals, argued that the incompetent and weak attorney Defendant Terry Neff, also had “qualified immunity” to essentially give in to Michael Lindstedt’s screeching as a guardian ad litem appointed by Judge Kevin Lee Selby to ask for the guardianship proceedings asked for by Pastor Lindstedt and the sister/daughter Susan Lindstedt Rohde in order to save their mothers life and estate from embezzlement and negligent homicide by Defendants Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney be dismissed. While there were plenty of audio recordings made by Pastor Lindstedt of Michael Lindstedt essentially admitting that Attorney Neff and others told him that Mike didn’t have to return our mother to Newton County from where she was stashed in Mike’s house in Midland South Dakota 800 miles away to face competency evaluations and thus dissolve Mike’s power of attorney in favor of a new guardianship, all the lawyers seemed terrified that their conduct and professionalism might be judged by a mere jury in open trial. So this Defendant likewise was dismissed with the legal claim of immunity.
	When Pastor Lindstedt appealed this case to the 8th Circuit, the 8th Circuit said that they didn’t have jurisdiction and thus $505 of Church money was wasted. Plaintiff had no choice but to suffer this Court dismissing the “deep pockets” of Newton County and its rogue Sheriff’s Department. And now, after a show of asking for motions to show cause which were to be ignored, this Court decided to finish off the rump case by dismissing Defendants Michael Lindstedt, Crystal Courtney, Sheriff Ken Copeland and Corporal Barnes of the Newton County Sheriff’s Department, none of whom ever mounted any defense other than bare denials.
	The claim originally made on Feb. 22, 2013, was that Defendant Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney were plotting to use Mike Lindstedt’s power of attorney to sell Martina Lindstedt’s house on the family farm so that she wouldn’t be able to ever come back to Newton County Missouri so that Mike Lindstedt could continue to embezzle her estate with Martina Lindstedt stashed away in Mike Lindstedt’s house 800 miles away in Midland South Dakota. If the old woman died for lack of hope to ever coming back to her home in Newton County Missouri, then what of it? When Defendant Corporal Barnes, who as a result of policy set by Sheriff Ken Copeland to drive Pastor Lindstedt away from Newton County, first claimed that “whatever Martina Lindstedt said would be the case” then when she kept on saying, “Mike, I don’t know” then Corporal Barnes threatened Pastor Lindstedt with a false arrest under color of law. Pastor Lindstedt left Defendants Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney and Cpl Barnes to plot away and filed this lawsuit for the purpose of deterring the sale of the family home. This aim was realized because neither Michael Lindstedt nor the auctioneer dared sell the family home. However, while that battle was won, the war to return Martina Lindstedt back to Missouri to live another decade or so was lost because Defendant Michael Lindstedt killed Martina Lindstedt by depriving her of her blood-pressure medication and literally scaring her to death by tall tales of nursing homes and confinement by Pastor Lindstedt and Susan Lindstedt-Rohde.
That there are adequate facts to prove Plaintiff’s allegations is contained in a 41 minute 8 second recording which has been posted since 23 February 2013 on Plaintiff’s forum/web page. See Exhibit #1, Post #2, entitled “Pastor Lindstedt vs. Pighook Lindstedt, ZOG, et. al.” 
http://www.whitenationalist.org/forum/showthread.php?p=7890#post7890
The 41 minute 8 second recording made between 4-5 pm on Feb. 18, 2013 on a mp3 player / recorder can be heard at this link which has been up since 23 Feb 13 or so: http://pastorlindstedt.org/lindstedt/legal/NewtonCounty/021813-165245.mp3
There is a transcript of the interactions between Pastor Lindstedt and Defendants Mike Lindstedt and Cpl Barnes with the very minute and second which shows facts to prove Plaintiff’s allegations. See bottom of Page 5 to the top of Page 8, Doc. 61, Motion to Show Cause.
Martina Louise Samuelson Lindstedt’s death warrant was made out around 4:36 pm February 18, 2013 when Michael Lindstedt was assured by Corporal Oren Barnes acting upon policy set by Sheriff Ken Copeland to drive out Plaintiff Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt from Newton County Missouri that whatever Michael Lindstedt wanted to do, be it to sell Martina Lindstedt’s house or farm or even kill her off would be fine by the Newton County Authorities and that Mike Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney could get away with it. 
These are the allegations made by Pastor Martin Lindstedt, with the proof long-displayed. This Court, by summarily dismissing the Defendants piecemeal in order to protect their treason and tyranny under color of law, has made further discovery impossible and now has dismissed the final portion of a case carved up like a roast over the past year. Plaintiff alleged that all of the Defendants have used their government powers to aid and assist Defendants Michael Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney in embezzling Martina Lindstedt’s estate of from $2.3 to $2.5 million and then allowing these two non-state actors to murder Martina Lindstedt without fear of  legal and criminal consequences That Corporal Barnes and Sheriff Ken Copeland and Judges Kevin Lee Selby and Timothy Perigo did so out of viciousness and malice against Plaintiff Pastor Lindstedt and that Defendant Terry Neff did so out of weakness and incompetence engaged in a criminal conspiracy to aid in this embezzlement of Martina Lindstedt’s estate and then the  murder of Martina Lindstedt through willful neglect, elder abuse, and fraud by Defendants Mike Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney. 
This Court, on November 12, 2015, has finished what it started in dismissing the Defendants piecemeal. However, this Court should have one final chance to go back and set things right by altering, amending, or abolishing its piecemeal dismissal of sundry Defendants on Feb. 26, 2015, June 26, 2015 and the final dismissal of Nov. 12, 2015 and putting ALL of the Defendants back in play. Or this Court can refuse to do so and thus Plaintiff Pastor Lindstedt and Lindstedt’s Church corporation can file suit before the 8th Circuit Court of Appeals. 

Finishing off the Myth of Rule of Law
	Plaintiff actually predicted that this Court would polish off the remainder of this case, having on Feb. 26, 2015 protected the lawyers and judges from their own lawlessness. While the weak Attorney Terry Neff has been on no further use in this matter now that Martina Lindstedt is dead, Judges Timothy Perigo and especially Kevin Lee Selby again violated RSMo 472.060 aimed at removing Selby off the probate case and Presiding Circuit Court Judge Timothy Perigo again violated RSMo 478.255 by refusing to remove Selby from further hearing the probate case. Why shouldn’t these judges violate black-letter Missouri statute when the Missouri Attorney General’s Office and this Federal Court says that they can do so and that there will be no consequence for doing so? So again, they violated these Missouri laws on Oct. 21, 2015. Judge Kevin Lee Selby not only violated RSMo 472.060, but threatened to hold Plaintiff Pastor Lindstedt in contempt for bringing the matter up again and sending Pastor Lindstedt either in jail – or a NutHouse (again). This has always been the interaction between Selby and Pastor Lindstedt, one of civil warfare in which the criminal regime holds the power – for now – while Pastor Lindstedt makes the case for the extermination of all lawyers and judges on his forums and blogs and web pages. Pastor Lindstedt heard from the Circuit Clerk that Judge Timothy Perigo refused to obey RSMo 478.255 and remove his underling probate judge Selby from hearing the probate case because, “Selby is an elected probate judge.” This has nothing to do with whether a presiding circuit court judge is to obey Missouri state law or not. 
	The Missouri Attorney General’s Office, in the person of Assistant Attorney General Brandon Laird, also lied to this Court and said that Selby had “discretion” to violate the very law which was supposed to remove Selby from hearing the case. Again, the Missouri Attorney General’s Office refuses to make state judges obey Missouri state law, which they are supposed to uphold and protect as well. Thus they too have undermined respect for law because if they and their judges cannot obey the very law under which they gain power and legitimacy, then why is anyone else supposed to obey any law given that those sworn to uphold it cannot and will not?
	Attorney Terry Neff, by listening to Defendant Michael Lindstedt beg and yell at him to prevent Michael Lindstedt from bringing Martina Lindstedt back from his house in Midland South Dakota to attend a guardianship hearing in Newton County designed to end Mike Lindstedt’s power of attorney, violated the very purpose of having any guardian ad litem in the first place to protect the elderly and incapacitated from being stolen from by their children and family and others to the detriment of the legitimate heirs. Terry Neff’s stupidity and incompetence led directly to Martina Lindstedt’s death at the hands of her son and his girlfriend, Defendants Mike Lindstedt and Crystal Courtney. Thus this matter is one which should be further investigated, then tried by jury as opposed to simply handing out a blanket “absolute immunity” from civil litigation asked for by lawyers and granted by an unelected lawyer acting as judge to protect their incompetent and corrupt brethren of the bar as fellow officers of the court. This Court shouldn’t have discretion to fit its notions of what the law is in violation of the facts, but rather this matter is for a jury to decide, not this Court acting to protect lawyers.
That Corporal Barnes didn’t even know who Michael Lindstedt was, other than someone wanting to sell Martina Lindstedt’s house and that Defendant Michael Lindstedt was acting at odds with Plaintiff Pastor Martin Lindstedt is shown by the audio recording and transcript provided. Corporal Barnes said that he “had heard of Pastor Lindstedt’s case, wondered who Pastor Lindstedt’s guardian was, and said at:  
37:35: “Well, Martin, if you want to move to South Dakota I’m sure that everyone will appreciate it.” Cpl Barnes. Doc. 61, Nov. 3, 2015 page 8.
These are facts which go to show that contrary to this Court’s claims of fact (as neither Cpl Barnes nor any other original Defendant has ever made any defense) that the threat of false arrest was a matter of policy set by Sheriff Ken Copeland and the Newton County Sheriff’s Department. The policy is to drive Plaintiff Pastor Martin Lindstedt out of Newton County Missouri by any means possible. This extra-legal banishment is of itself a violation of Constitutional rights, and Pastor Lindstedt has duly made the claim and provided the facts to prove this claim up, contrary to this Court’s claim in pre-judging both the facts and law of this matter. Again, a matter to be decided by jury, not by federal judge seeking any excuse to end the case based upon his biases and prejudices in making the world safe for regime enforcement. 
Most treasonously, this Court makes the claim that law enforcement gets to make “terroristic threats” of false arrest and imprisonment against their civilian victims in order to get their way under color of law. That somehow mere civilians are supposed to know when the police officer is “just kidding” in order to get his way in an ongoing criminal conspiracy in violation of 18 U.S.C § 241 and 242. There is always the chance that a Newton County Deputy Sheriff might overcome his fear of Pastor Lindstedt and kill Pastor Lindstedt outright as opposed to blustering about in order to avoid litigation and getting a free pass by the federal and state courts to do so. A threat of false arrest is as actionable as if a police official draws his gun or taser and threatens to use it on a civilian. This Court cannot simultaneously uphold a threat of arrest or deadly force if there is non-compliance with a police officer’s lawful – or unlawful -- orders on the one hand while claiming on the other that if there is an arrest or wounding or killing for a failure to comply that if only the civilian had obeyed the police officer then all would be well. This Court is putting too great and unlawful burden upon the civilian population to guess as to whether a thuggish and criminal police force really means their terroristic threats or not. For this Court to impose such a double-minded double-edged pretense that whatever the police officer claims after the fact is what the police officer really really meant years afterwards is the very height of lawlessness. Especially when it isn’t the Defendants making this claim or any other claim, but this Court, which wasn’t there doing this in order to justify this Court’s decision already made in advance.
This Court has cherry-picked the law in order to claim that the facts presented by Plaintiff don’t really matter. Thus Plaintiff has a clear right to appeal these decisions by this Court and go through the motions of playing the “justice jackpot.”
Back in the spring of this year, Plaintiff had to go to the Springfield federal courthouse in order to file some motions given a “postal failure” to deliver in time. On the walls was some poster concerning how the Magna Carta was signed in 1215, and therefore there has been “800 years of ‘Rule of Law’.” Which is nonsense. There never has been any such thing as “Rule of Law.” Rather, those in power make up the law to suit their interests and pretend to having a legitimate government so that they don’t have to have unending civil warfare, open or covert, against their criminal regime. By “interpretation” and sophistry and barratry the Defendants have essentially gotten away with allowing Plaintiff’s own brother to embezzle and then kill Plaintiff’s own mother and “interpreted” away sundry dismissals against themselves for open violations of their own made-up laws and thus contributed to the death of Plaintiff’s mother because if there was justice, there would be no allowing a son and his gold-digging girlfriend to embezzle and then murder old women because none of the Defendants would get away with it. 
Insofar as Plaintiff not bothering with presenting yet another Amended Complaint, this Court made it quite clear that it wanted Plaintiff to beg for permission to file yet another amended complaint. Since this Court has rubber-stamped Defendants’ lawless and murderous conduct already, Plaintiff figured out what was the point. This Court will either obey the law and be a neutral party and let this case proceed to trial by jury, or, as happened, seek any excuse for dismissal of the Defendants, starting with dismissing the lawless judges and incompetent weak lawyer, then the “deep pockets” and finally the remaining Defendants doing the thieving and killing and the front-line first enablers in the Sheriff’s Department. And so it went. 
This Case Will Have Consequences
	Plaintiff Pastor Lindstedt is a public political and religious figure whose Church advocates a Biblical Law solution to everything. According to the Bible, exterminating an entire nation or two which disobeys Biblical Law is warranted, cf. the Benjamite-Israelite Civil War mentioned in Judges Chapters 19, 20 and 21. A Levite priest spent the night in a Benjamite city of Gibeah which was formerly occupied by Amorite Canaanite proto-jews who tried to engage in recreational sodomy upon the Levite priest and instead murdered the Judean concubine. After seeking justice the Levite cut apart the concubine and the Tribe of Benjamin refused to obey the Law with the result of a civil war in which everyone living in the Tribal area of Benjamin was put to the sword, men, women, children – everything that breathed – with the exception of 600 fleet soldiers of Benjamin who survived. Four hundred years later, King Saul was judicially murdering Amorite Canaanite proto-jews for which YHWH sent a famine lasting three years until David ended the famine by executing seven of Saul’s sons and grandsons. Thus according to Biblical Law, government lawlessness means that those subject to those sinning rulers are likewise fair game for extermination through civil war. This means that a quarter-million old men, women and children massacred by the Allied fire-bombing at Dresden and the half-million Japanese burnt alive or irradiated at Hiroshima and Nagasaki deserved what they got for supporting their governments and likewise so too will those hundreds of millions on the wrong side of the upcoming Civil War II and Breakup of the USSA Empire. 
	The late Roman Republican period had dictators like Lucius Sulla and Octavian Caesar and Mark Anthony “proscribing” their enemies and stealing their property. This was deemed lawful. Likewise, my hero, Iron Felix Dzerzhinsky, the first head of the Bolshevik Secret Police would round up regime criminals and torture them until they confessed and send their families to a death camp. Likewise the revolutionary excesses of Joseph Stalin, Mao Tse-Tung and Pol Pot in exterminating counter-revolutionary parasites are well known. In all cases, the former rulers lost their property and their lives and nobody much knows or cares about their victims because they deserved everything they got because they were the former rulers who did whatever they wanted to under color of law. The average dynasty length of the Kingdom of Israel was less than fifty years. When YHWH overthrew the House of Ahab for a judicial murder against Naboth, not only was the royal family destroyed along with its supporters in the military and judiciary and police, but anyone daring to keep the dogs in the city and birds in the field from eating the cadavers had his entire family likewise killed and denied proper burial. II Kings Chapters 8-10.
	The Newton County Authorities have already destroyed Plaintiff’s family by selling Plaintiff’s grandchildren, Selby especially. And now the Newton County Authorities have destroyed the very life of Plaintiff’s mother. Thus the Newton County powers that be have destroyed Plaintiff’s future – and past. Likewise, Plaintiff has a moral obligation to seize power and to destroy the families of the Newton County regime criminals and anyone who supports them and to make this extermination “legal.”
	The idiotic game of allowing police officers to make threats of false arrest and possible murder and hold them above the consequences of their misconduct will likely lead to the very same results as happened in Revolutionary France, Russia, China and Cambodia. A quick game of “Simon says” or “Obama says” or “Stephen Bough says” could lead to sadistic death-games in which the slowest on the uptake is skinned out first but with no past criminal regimeist “winners” left with a pelt intact.
	The end result of regimeist lawlessness while pretending to be the law itself is civil war. The side which degenerates into absolute ruthless brutality first usually wins if winning is survival. Pastor Lindstedt’s religion of Dual-Seedline Christian Identity holds that there is going to be a Great Tribulation of seven years in which there will be no earthly government left standing and certainly not ZOG/Babylon the Third and Final. Rather the survival of YHWH’s Servant Nation of Christian Israel will come about through a program of balkanization through The Ten Thousand Warlords ruling in theocratic military dictatorships over a surviving population of from 10-30 million ex-whiggers, with no non-whites surviving except on small reservations for client mongrels who act as civil war auxiliaries for White Supremacy. The Brave New World of our making will have none but righteous White people in it.
	Most of this world will come about not by our action but by default.

	Wherefore, Plaintiff asks that this Court restore all Defendants back to this judge-made defunct civil litigation and let them face a fair trial by jury on the merits of this case and for this Court to alter, amend or abolish its ORDERS dismissing sundry Defendants from facing these civil charges or for this Court to keep all of its ORDERS intact so that this entire case can proceed to hearing before the U.S. 8th Circuit Court of Appeals.   

Hail Victory!!! 


________________________________ 
Pastor Martin Luther Dzerzhinsky Lindstedt, Plaintiff Pro Se
ArchBishop of Missouri, Church of Jesus Christ Christian/Aryan Nations of Missouri
338 Rabbit Track Road, Granby Missouri 64844, 417-472-6901, pastorlindstedt@gmail.com


Certificate of Service

Plaintiff made all the following parties aware of the foregoing by mailing a copy of this Rule 59 (e) Motion to them on Tuesday, Dec. 8, 2015:

Defendants Michael Lindstedt, and his girlfriend Crystal Courtney, who refuse to accept letters from Plaintiff and so send them back, and then pester Plaintiff as he is on his own doorsteps as to what he wrote because they are too cowardly to simply just accept the letters and too stupid to figure out that they have already been served so they might as well accept the damned motions,  living @ 378 Rabbit Track Road, Granby Missouri 64844

All Newton County Defendants, formerly represented by Missouri law by Newton County Prosecutor Jacob Skouby, 101 S. Wood St. Neosho Missouri 64844 and now by Attorney Ron Mitchell, Blanchard, Robertson, Mitchell & Carter, 320 West 4th Street, PO Box 1626, Joplin Missouri 64802 especially the Newton County Commissioners, Newton County Courthouse, 101 S Wood St, Neosho Missouri 64850. 
Newton County Sheriff Ken Copeland & Cpl Barnes: Newton County Sheriff’s Office and Jail, 208 West Coler, Neosho, Missouri 64850 will be sent  a copy as well.
Newton County Circuit Court Presiding Judge Timothy Perigo, Division III Probate Judge Kevin Lee Selby, newly joindered defendants, County Court House,  101 South Wood Street, Neosho, Missouri 64850 but now represented by Assistant Attorney General Brandon D. Laird, 
615 East 13th Street, Suite 401, Kansas City, Missouri 64106.
Attorney Terry Neff, Neff & Day PC, 117 W. Spring Street, Neosho, Missouri 64850, and now represented by Attorney Richard Strodtman, of Robertson, Mitchell, etc. who will get to read another same copy as Attorney Ron Mitchell’s copy sent to their law firm @ 320 W. 4th Street, PO Box 1626, Joplin Missouri 64802.

